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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like fruit cake.

Wednesday, April 13, 2011

A satirist is a man who discovers
unpleasant things about himself
and then says them about other
people.
-Peter McArthur

Local Sports
From Anonymous SenderInner

A horrific accident occurred
this afternoon around 4:30
at Houghton Downs. As Hoof
Hearted rounded the turn on
the final leg of a 64-lap race,
he was bumped in the rear by
Always Tired and immediately
burst into flames, according
to witnesses who remained
at the event. It was the largest
barbecue Houghton has seen
since the early 40s, when Dim
Wit I Am stopped cold while
galloping past the checkered
flag to smell a daisy, resulting
in a 10-horse pileup.
Twins Jeremy and Benji Whiffer,
both 7 ½ years old and visiting from the Bay City area,
were truly saddened by the
tragedy and spoke on behalf
of the masses. “Me and Benji,
we were gonna win $7.30,
cause we had Hoofy to place
and he was doin’ real good
until he ‘sploded, damn him”,
said Jeremy, tossing his betting slip to the ground in dis...see Horseing around on back

The Steaming Pile

Things Fat People Shouldn’t Do

Straight from You-Know-Where!

Internships/Jobs That Nobody Wants

Brought to you by Nathan “Invincible” Miller

The title says it all folks. Need I say more?
DISCLAIMER: If
you’re fat and
are
offended,
remember – you
could body slam
me and I’d be
crushed into little
pieces.
And
as per Daily Bull
policy
(which
I am versed in
very thoroughly),
this, and most
everything else
we say, should
not be taken seriously.

too wide to fit between gridlocked cars?
Give it up.
RIDE MOPEDS.
Even worse than
motorcycles. I
can just imagine
the tiny 100cc
engines whining,
“kill me now.”

CLIMB
TREES.
Haven’t
you
heard of deforestation? In
industrialized
countries,
it’s
largely caused
by overweight
people trying
RIDE
(SPORT)
to climb trees.
MOTORCYCLES.
Sure, there are
I know that evbird’s nests and
ery guy wants to Mmm... now imagine this riding a Kawasaki nice views way
Sport Bike. OH YEAH.
zip around at a
up there, but
bazillion miles per hour on their motor- did it ever occur to you that trees have
cycles with their girlfriend in tow, but you feelings too? Just imagine if an elephant
don’t look cool when you weigh twice as tried to climb on you.
much as the machine you’re riding. Nobody wants to see you in your skintight ROB BANKS. There’s nothing more deleather or crash suit that form fits to ev- pressing than watching a portly fellow
ery fat roll. Plus, how do you think you gallop at 4 mph. If I were in the middle
can zoom through traffic snarls if you’re
...see High Cholesterol on back

Apparently there is someone behind me
who wants me to ‘take it out of my pants
and give it to them now’. HELP ME.

Deadliest Catch Crew Member
Artificial Bull Inseminator
Eco-Friendly Human Garbage
Rick Snyder’s Body Double
Disposal
Red Light District Hooker
Gingivitis Healer
Charlie Sheen’s Pharmacist
Crash Test Dummy
Q-tip Tester
NMU Faculty
Japanese Nuclear Plant Inspector
William Shatner’s Auto-Tuner
President of Bolivia
Midget Clothing Model
Bill Clinton’s Intern
Carnival Mascot
Zimbabwe Financial Advisor
Soap Opera Understudy
Assistant’s Assistant
Airport Frisker
Bulletproof Vest tester
Puppy Euthanizer
Dominatrix Test Subject (Or not?)
FBI Child Porn Investigator
1,000 Ways to Die Guest Star
Shark Medic
Starfleet Red Shirt Away Team
Medical Marijuana Provider (Not)
Proctology Fellowship for the Elderly
Lode Journalism Co-Op
Nursing Home Sponge Bath Assistant
Fox News Correspondent
Sex Shop Health Inspector
Natural Snow Cow Inseminator
Mega-Milk Co-writer
Team Rocket Grunt (How humiliating) Erectile Dysfunction Commercial Actor (Meet Bob)
Chuck Norris Body Double
4chan Moderator
Rodent Phallus Measurer
Lady Gaga’s Dressing Room Assistant
Shark Repellant Tester
Brittney’s Spears Psychologist
Smelting Iron with Blair
Apple Tech Support
Daily Bull Future Editor
Sony Employee
Camera Guy at Alien Attack
Foxconn PR Representative
Retirement Nudist Colony CinemaScarlet Devil Mansion Maid and/or
tographer
Gate guard.
Purple Vest Guy Apprentice
Vault 87 Coordinator
Mr. Sunshine’s Beard Trimmer
Furry Porn Co-Artist
Beef Tip Tester

... Horseing around from front

gust. A few others, however, were not It is believed that Hoofy’s jockey (Little
as cheery. “The wife and I, we like to O’Whittaker) and Always Tired’s jockey
come to the
(Felipe Alec)
track each
exchanged
Friday night
words prior
to
read,
to the race,
relax,
and
and the bad
do a little
blood besmooching
tween these
and other
two
little
stuff, if you
jockeys may
know what
have
had
I
mean,”
something
said Simon
to do with
_____, who
the
horse
was unwillfireball that
ing to provide his last name*. “Clearly was felt as far away as Marquette.
this put a damper on our reading time”.
In other news, the MTU tiddlywinks
Federal horse explosion experts were team trounced Northern’s varsity team
soon on the scene, picking through the 12-1, lead by the excellent squopping
dead rotting carcass that remained after of Olivia the Squopper. The best of
most of the crowd quickly devoured seven series is now tied at 2.
the meatiest portions of Hoofy and left ... High Cholesterol from front.
for the annual midget broom ball tour- of a bank job, the last thing I’d want is a
nament played with extra small brooms. fatty holding me up as we’re escaping
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Sunshine’s Searcher:
Welcome back to the
80’s
From Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks
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DIRE STRAITS

down*

with the loot. Not to mention the fact
that sneaking in through a tunnel would practically play it from a wheelchair.
require a lot more work,
But really, how many
since it’d have to be so
obese people do you
much bigger.
see playing basketball,
hockey, soccer, divWORK ON SUBMAing, tennis, high jumpRINES. As if dealing with
ing, boxing, gymnastics,
being under the ocean
bobsledding,
figure
for months on end
skating, fencing, Forweren’t hard enough,
mula 1 racing, Red Bull
the last thing a submarine
Crashed Ice, korfball,
crew needs is someor competitive eating?
body who will eat their
That’s right, even skinny
food faster. Talk about inconsiderate. people win at eating.
On top of that, how do you expect to
move around? The doors in those tin CROWDSURF/MOSH PITS. Firstly, it’s
cans are slimmer than yo’ mama.
highly unlikely anyone will want to pick
you up and carry you around for very
ALMOST ALL SPORTS. Golf really is long, so crowd surfing is basically out
the one exception here, since you can

by default. The only thing you have going for you is that with your larger surface
area, more people’s hands can support you as you threaten to crush them like an
asteroid did to the dinosaurs. And mosh pits? Even drug-addled punks know
when something is a bad idea. Have
mercy.
BODY SLAM NATHAN INVINCIBLE. That
would be mean. Besides, if you did
obliterate me, who would help you get
up? I don’t think Life Alert will save you
if you’re covered in my blood and guts
and possibly fecal matter.
Editor’s Addition- Cosplay as Anime
Series Sex Symbol- Imagine, a character whom is 6’5”, and has H-cups, cosplayed by someone who is 5’6”, has
h-cups, and weighs nigh 400 pounds,
all fitting into just about 2 square feet of
clothing. OH JESUS.

